Course Description: Italy possesses one of the richest culinary traditions in the world, with roots reaching back to ancient times. An abundant literature on Italian food allows us to explore in detail matters of food culture in a dense array of settings. Part of the course is conducted on site, exposing students to Rome’s rich network of food distribution systems, as well as touring areas in proximity of Rome to discover the close linkage between the territory, its inhabitants, and consumable food products. Topics covered include the cultural ecology of pasta, the historical evolution of spices, the special character of Alpine ecosystems, the moral implications of food consumption, modern food distribution, the globalization of taste, and responses to globalization especially through the Slow Food movement. Throughout the course attention is paid to the role of food practice in contemporary Italian society and culture, with special attention to gender. In order to put principles into practice, the structured experience of food and wines is an integral part of the course. 5 quarter/3.3 semester UC units: upper-division.

Course Objectives:

- Develop a critical sense of the way food practice is embedded in culture
- Gain an awareness of the rich variety of Italian food traditions
- Explore the relationship between the territory, agriculture, and food practice
- Discover the rich literature concerned with Italian food culture
- Understand the importance of thinking holistically about the role of food in culture and the environment
- Experiment with food research techniques

Grading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Midterm</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market paper</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product paper</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation &amp; Participation</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final examination</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research Project: In the first half of the course, students will write a short ethnographic study of an assigned Rome neighborhood market. This paper will be six- to eight-pages long and will contain a survey of the activities documented in the market, including the types of stalls or shops, the products on sale, the vendors, and the buyers. Notes will also be provided on the neighborhood in which the market is embedded. In the second part of the course, students will prepare another six- to eight-page paper on a regional product or dish. If the product is wine, reference to Joly is required. This paper will involve a product or dish which will contribute to a meal student groups will produce at their homes. The groups will be created and the regions assigned at the midterm. This experience will be formalized as a short class presentation at the end of the semester in which groups present to the class the regions, its products and culinary traditions.

Food Journal: Students will be instructed concerning a food journal in which they will document food experiences organized within the class and at least two food experiences acquired outside of class. This will be submitted at the midterm test and at the final. The journal is organized in parts which allow the student to engage in the analysis and assessment of these food experiences following guidelines set out in class.
**Academic excursion:** An academic excursion is organized to Viterbo. An urban horticulture tour in Rome is also scheduled.

**Academic procedure:** All in class examinations are individual examinations, and no books or other study materials may be consulted while the examinations are in progress. Research projects must be the original work of the student. Once the examination starts, students will not be allowed to leave the room until they have finished their work.

**Attendance Policy:** All UC Rome courses operate under an attendance policy created by the UC Faculty Advisory Committee that oversees the program. The attendance policy stipulates that:

- The class register is the official record of student attendance. It is the student’s responsibility to sign the attendance register personally at the beginning of class with her/his full name (no initials). Students are forbidden from signing in for anyone else or altering the register in any way.
- If a student misses any portion of a class, she or he may be marked as absent or late, upon the faculty member’s discretion. Three tardies automatically convert to an absence.
- Students are allowed a total of two absences during the program. Each absence beyond the limit will result in a deduction of 3% points from the student’s raw total.
- An absence occurring on a day a quiz or exam is scheduled or an assignment is due will result in a zero for that quiz/exam or assignment. Make-ups are allowed on a case-by-case basis in consultation with the Academic Director. Pertinent information. Pertinent documentation must be provided.
- No guests are allowed in any UC Rome courses or site visits.

**Sources for readings:**


Grasseni, Cristina (2011)‘Re-Inventing Food: Alpine Cheese in the Age of Global Heritage,’ *Anthropology of food* [Online].


Petrini, Carlo (2007) *Slow Food Nation*, Milan: Rizzoli (pp. 6-28).

Pitre', Giuseppe (1971) *Sicilian Folk Medicine*, transl. by Phyllis H. Williams, Coronado Press (pp.131-137).


Revised 2/2020
Tak, Herman (2000) South Italian Festivals: A Local History of Ritual and Change, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press (pp. 85-104).
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Sociology of Rome
Sociology, Urban Studies 111

Sociology of Rome
Professor Gregory O. Smith

Course Description: The course explores social and political issues concerning the city of Rome. It provides background on the role of the city in the unification of Italy, and then focuses chiefly on the period following the Second World War. Topics include the image of Rome in popular culture, the modern evolution of the city as a physical entity, the migration of southerners to the city, the dynamics of family, and the role of gender. Soccer is examined with particular reference to citizen participation. Local criminality is put in national context. Other topics include the church and the education system. Government and politics are given special attention. Final consideration is given to Rome as a European capital city. Throughout the course, attention is paid to relevant administrative issues and social contexts, attempting to gain a vision of Rome seen in Italian and European perspectives. The course includes visits to a major public housing project and to an area noted for excellence in developing the extreme periphery.

Course Objectives:
- Assess key social issues in post-WWII Italian society
- Grasp the concept of social justice as expressed in Italian politics and society
- Distinguish the institutional and political frameworks governing Italy
- Implement models available to assess Italian postwar society, including neomarxist, neoliberal, and feminist models
- Investigate the importance of diversity in contemporary society
- Apply research skills to the field of sociology and urban studies

Grading:
Class Preparation & Participation 10%
Midterm Exam 20%
First Research Paper 20%
Second Research Paper 20%
Final Exam 30%

Research Projects: Groups of students are assigned neighborhoods in Rome which they research following guidelines established in class. Students complete two group presentations and two individual papers. The first group presentation describes the neighborhood in terms of its physical structure as well as the human experience of the city. The second group presentation assesses the neighborhood in terms of its perceived cohesion and its effectiveness as a shared space. The first individual paper illustrates citizen perception of the urban environment, while the second assesses its social justice.

Excursion: A private bus tour takes students through urban areas discussed in class. Most of the tour concerns historic peripheral districts, but it also includes a neighborhood known for its excellence in the recent development of the city. The event terminates at Rome’s most famous public housing project, Corviale, where students are the guests for an evening meal at a local theater.

Attendance Policy: All UC Rome courses operate under an attendance policy created by the UC Faculty Advisory Committee that oversees the program. The attendance policy stipulates that:
• The class register is the official record of student attendance. It is the student’s responsibility to sign the attendance register personally at the beginning of class with her/his full name (no initials). Students are forbidden from signing in for anyone else or altering the register in any way.

• If a student misses any portion of a class, she or he may be marked as absent or late, upon the faculty member’s discretion. Three tardies automatically convert to an absence.

• Students are allowed a total of two absences during the program. Each absence beyond the limit will result in a deduction of 3% points from the student’s raw total.

• An absence occurring on a day a quiz or exam is scheduled or an assignment is due will result in a zero for that quiz/exam or assignment. Make-ups are allowed on a case-by-case basis in consultation with the Academic Director. Pertinent information. Pertinent documentation must be provided.

• No guests are allowed in any UC Rome courses or site visits.

Sources for readings:

Pier Paolo Pasolini (1996) A violent life (Carcanet)
Birnbaum, Lucia C. (1993) Liberazionedella donna: feminism in Italy. Ch. 16-17 (pp.235-259).

Fainstein, Susan (2010) The Just City, Ch 6 Conclusion


Rossi, Aldo (1982) “Primary Elements and the Concept of Area” Ch. 2 in The Architecture of the City, MIT Press, Opposition Books


Saviano, Roberto (2008) Gomorrah. Ch. 4 (pp.60-97).

Spotts, Frederic, and Wieser, Theodor (1986) Italy, a difficult democracy: a survey of Italian politics, Ch. 12 (pp. 241-262).
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Social Psychology and the Acculturation of Migrants
Psychology, Sociology 117

Social Psychology and the Acculturation of Migrants
Professor Stefano Livi

Course Description: Social psychology is the scientific study of human social interaction and investigates how the presence of other people (actual or symbolic) affects our cognition, emotions, and behaviors in the social world. This course will explore the application of social psychological theories and research to better understand the acculturation process of migrants into new living environments both from the point of view of the migrants (assimilation) as well as from the point of view of the receiving culture (accommodation). The course will examine different acculturating groups (immigrants, ethnic minorities, expatriates, refugees, and asylum seekers) in the contexts where contact takes place (such as the workplace, neighborhood, or school) and how psychological processes affect openness or closure to social changes. In particular, the current situation of migrants in Italy and Rome in particular will provide the backdrop for our investigations.

Course Objectives:
• Understand and discuss the basics of social psychology theory and research in general and its contribution to interpret human social behavior in everyday life contexts.
• Recognize when and how people are affected by social influence.
• Apply psychological principles to migration.
• Evaluate how different acculturating groups (immigrants, ethnic minorities, expatriates, refugees, and asylum seekers) may use different acculturation strategies.

Grading:
Class Preparation & Participation 10%
Midterm Exam 25%
Oral Presentation 15%
Research Paper 20%
Final Exam 30%

Class Participation and Attendance:
Attendance and active participation are required. Students are expected to do the readings assigned for each class meeting beforehand, and to actively participate in class discussions.

Midterm Exam and Final Exam:
The midterm and final exams aim at evaluating the students’ understanding of the readings and class discussions as well as the students’ development of their own critical thinking. The midterm exam will cover the material read and discussed in class up to the date of the exam, but the final exam will be cumulative and will cover all course contents. Both exams will consist of short answers, identification, and several essay questions, which will require students to demonstrate their knowledge of specific terms, concepts, and historical landmarks, and to compose their ideas in one or more paragraphs addressing specific topics related to course contents.

Research Paper:
Students will write and present an original individual research paper about a relevant topic within the scope of the course using scholarly sources (journal articles, book chapters, video documentaries, photographs, etc.) as well as other pertinent sources such as newspapers, blog entries, or social media contributions. The paper could be either a systematic review of a pre-approved topic or short research report.
Oral presentation:
The oral presentations will be organized into pairs and will cover the topics of the course applied to real groups, replication of studies or experiments discussed in class or the critical analysis of a news story. The topics can be proposed by the students and should be agreed with the instructor two weeks before the final lessons. The presentation will take place in classroom and should last about 15 minutes.

Attendance Policy: All UC Rome courses operate under an attendance policy created by the UC Faculty Advisory Committee that oversees the program. The attendance policy stipulates that:

- The class register is the official record of student attendance. It is the student’s responsibility to sign the attendance register personally at the beginning of class with her/his full name (no initials). Students are forbidden from signing in for anyone else or altering the register in any way.
- If a student misses any portion of a class, she or he may be marked as absent or late, upon the faculty member’s discretion. Three tardies automatically convert to an absence.
- Students are allowed a total of two absences during the program. Each absence beyond the limit will result in a deduction of 3% points from the student’s raw total.
- An absence occurring on a day a quiz or exam is scheduled or an assignment is due will result in a zero for that quiz/exam or assignment. Make-ups are allowed on a case-by-case basis in consultation with the Academic Director. Pertinent information. Pertinent documentation must be provided.
- No guests are allowed in any UC Rome courses or site visits.

Sources for readings:


Religious and Social Diversity in Rome Today

[New course!]*
Professor Jenn Lindsay

*Note
This is a new course; this document will be updated as new information becomes available.

Course Description: When most people think about religion in Rome, Roman Catholicism and the Vatican seem to tell the whole story. However, Rome is statistically the “least Catholic” city in Italy, where, although Catholic affiliation may be high, only 25% of Italians actually practice the religion. Rome is historically also a crossroads of East and West. It is a place where—according to various archaeological records and experts on Ancient Rome—cultural, ethnic and religious diversity have existed since the Empire. The Jewish and Protestant communities of Italy have been well established for centuries, and provisions for their religious freedom were written into the founding documents of the country.

Recently, in the decades since the 1970s, millions of people from many countries and religions have flooded into Italy, sparking a profound change in the social fabric of the once homogenous Italian peninsula. This course reviews the key teachings and beliefs of several world religions present in Rome and introduces undergraduate students to the principles and practices of “interfaith dialogue,” using local dialogue case studies and site visits to give context to the discussions. Students will grapple with the complex nature of religious and social diversity in the Eternal City, and the concrete steps many inhabitants of Rome are taking to bridge social divides. The course will, as Italian sociologist Enzo Pace wrote, begin to “deal with the unprecedented religious pluralism that has been increasingly characterizing life in Italy.”
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Ancient Roman Civilization: The City and Culture of Rome
Classics, History 115

Ancient Roman Civilization: The City and Culture of Rome
Professor Crispin Corrado

Course Description: This survey course familiarizes students with the city and culture of ancient Rome, focusing on the period of the high empire. The in-class lectures cover topics relevant to the life and customs of the Romans themselves, including politics, social structure, religion, economics, history, public services, as well as food, clothing, and daily tasks, among others. Where possible, these special topics are highlighted by relevant site visits to the major sites and monuments in Rome, and the viewing of ancient objects in Rome’s museum collections. A very important aspect of the course is studying the ancient Roman town of Ostia, which provides vastly different evidence, in order to round out students’ ideas of the ancient city by understanding what Roman towns shared, and by seeing firsthand which aspects made each of them unique.

Course Objectives:
- Students will be able to demonstrate a general knowledge of the topography of ancient Rome.
- Students will be able to identify, explain the context of, and describe the most significant monuments and artifacts of the period in question.
- Students will be able to understand and list the major daily activities of the ancient Romans as well as the location(s) within Roman cities where these activities took place.
- Students will be able to recognize and discuss what the Romans have left us in terms of physical and cultural legacy.

Class Preparation and Participation: Your appreciation and understanding of lectures and discussions will be greatly enhanced if you complete reading assignments by their due date, and you will be expected to come to class fully prepared and ready to actively participate. Therefore, class participation and completion of reading assignments count for 10% of your final grade. Points will be subtracted for use of cell phone during class sessions.

Quizzes: There will be four quizzes given periodically throughout the course. These will be map quizzes, where you are asked to identify certain landmarks in the ancient city. Each quiz will focus on one quarter of the city, and will be taken from your map of ancient Rome. By the end of the course you should know this map well, as a map identification of the entire city will be one component of the final exam. The quizzes will be announced, and each quiz is worth 2.5% of your final grade.

Paper: Students write and present an original individual research paper about a relevant topic within the scope of the course using scholarly sources (journal articles, book chapters, video documentaries, photographs, etc.) as well as other pertinent sources such as newspapers, blog entries, or social media contributions. Essays will be 8 - 10 pages long and will include an introduction, main body, and conclusion. The research paper topic is your choice related to one aspect of the Roman city, its monuments, and the daily life of the ancient Romans. Your research progress will be graded in two parts. Part one of your paper will include a thesis statement, an outline of your argument with the relevant factual information, and an annotated bibliography of at least five texts and articles consulted. Part one is worth 5% of your final grade. Part two is the completed research paper. The final version of your paper should be typed, double-spaced, with 1-inch margins, 10- or 12-point font size, a title page, and a correctly formatted, full bibliography. Citations should be made in the form of footnotes according
to MLA or Chicago Manual of Style guidelines (see Study Center website). Please take advantage of the Study Center library, as well as electronic article databases such as JSTOR, while conducting research for your paper. Part two is worth 20% of your final grade; the paper is worth 25% of your final grade. Copies of all papers must be submitted electronically to the professor’s e-mail address, and on the Moodle for this course. Make sure, with both electronic submissions, that the file containing your paper includes your last name and part of the course title.

**Midterm and Final Exams:** The midterm and final exams aim at evaluating the students’ understanding of the readings and class discussions as well as the students’ development of their own critical thinking. The midterm exam will cover the material read and discussed in class up to the date of the exam, but the final exam will be cumulative and will cover all course contents. Both exams will consist of short answers, definitions, and several essay questions, which will require students to demonstrate their knowledge of specific terms, concepts, and historical landmarks, and to compose their ideas in one or more paragraphs addressing specific topics related to course contents. The midterm examination is worth 25% of the final grade, and the final exam is worth 30% of the final grade. The in-class examination is individual, and no books or other study materials may be consulted while it is in progress. Once the examination starts, students will not be allowed to leave the room until they have finished their work.

**Grading:**
Preparation and participation: 10%
Quizzes: 10%
Paper: 25%
Midterm Exam: 25%
Final exam: 30%

**Attendance Policy:** All UC Rome courses operate under an attendance policy created by the UC Faculty Advisory Committee that oversees the program. The attendance policy stipulates that:

- The class register is the official record of student attendance. It is the student’s responsibility to sign the attendance register personally at the beginning of class with her/his full name (no initials). Students are forbidden from signing in for anyone else or altering the register in any way.
- If a student misses any portion of a class, she or he may be marked as absent or late, upon the faculty member’s discretion. Three tardies automatically convert to an absence.
- Students are allowed a total of two absences during the program. Each absence beyond the limit will result in a deduction of 3% points from the student’s raw total.
- An absence occurring on a day a quiz or exam is scheduled or an assignment is due will result in a zero for that quiz/exam or assignment. Make-ups are allowed on a case-by-case basis in consultation with the Academic Director. Pertinent information. Pertinent documentation must be provided.
- No guests are allowed in any UC Rome courses or site visits.

**Reading Assignments:** Students will be assigned readings from the course textbooks, as well as articles that may be found on the Moodle for this course.

**Sources for readings:**

Map of Ancient Rome

**Ancient Sources**

T. Livius (Livy), *History of Rome from the Foundation of the City*, I.1 - I.21

Vitruvius Pollio (Vitruvius), *The Ten Books on Architecture*, Books I and V

P. Ovidius Naso (Ovid), *Metamorphoses*, Books II, VI, VII and X

P. Ovidius Naso (Ovid), *The Art of Love* (Book I), and *The Art of Beauty*

Plutarchus of Chaeronea (Plutarch), *Moralia: Advice to Bride and Groom*

Plutarchus of Chaeronea (Plutarch), *Moralia: Consolation to his Wife*

T. Petronius Arbiter (Petronius), *Satyricon: The Dinner of Trimalchio*, Sections 28 - 79

Marcus Gavius Apicius (Apicius), *Cookbook*, Books I, III, VII, and IX

Sex. Julius Frontinus (Frontinus), *On the Water Supply of Rome*, Books I and II

Vitruvius Pollio (Vitruvius), *The Ten Books on Architecture*, Books VI and VII
The Age of Giants: Bramante, Raphael, and Michelangelo in Renaissance Rome

Professor Paolo Alei

Course Description: This course will cover the art and architecture of Rome from the return of the Pope from Avignon around 1420 to the Council of Trent in 1545, with particular attention to the renovated papal majesty and its visual expression. Successors of Peter, heirs of the emperors, and, yet, akin with many other Biblical as well as classical figures, the Renaissance popes created the basis for an ideology which had an immediate impact on the physical structure of the city. The rediscovery of ancient sculptures, the classical topoi of pictorial description (ekphrasis), the concepts of architectural symmetry, axiality, and focus, and the revival of the rhetoric of “praise and blame” became the ideal means of communication for the restoration of the capital of Christendom. Artists such as Masolino, Masaccio, Beato Angelico, Melozzo da Forli, Perugino, Pinturicchio, Bramante, Raphael, and, above all, Michelangelo came to Rome, at the service of popes, cardinals and nobles for the renovatio urbis, a monumental project that aimed to restore the city of Rome as a universal mirror of the Greco-Roman and Judeo-Christian civilizations. Renaissance artists, with the help of humanists and theologians, gave visual form to traditional dogmas and piety with a more affective language. Patrons sought to revive the imperial prestige of Alexander the Great or the Caesars while recommending their souls to the saints in Paradise, and artists were thus seen as new Apelles or Praxiteles, even though their work was mainly intended to glorify the Church. Slowly Renaissance Rome (the New Troy or New Jerusalem) arose with its marble facades, order, and monumentality above the chaotic medieval town marked by glorious fragments of antiquity and surrounded by the monumental basilicas of early Christianity. Altarpieces, tombs, chapels, churches, villas, palaces, and urban projects designed between the 15th and the 16th centuries testify to the birth of a revived Golden Age in a city which, as an ark of salvation, awaited the last Judgment. 5 quarter/3.3 semester units: upper-division.

Course Objectives:

- Master the basic art historical terminology of the period in consideration, especially with regard to the city of Rome, and attain the necessary analytical and critical skills for describing, dating, and interpreting Roman art works.
- Identify and distinguish works of art and architecture in their original historical, social, philosophical and theological contexts.
- Capacity to analyze the visual and narrative strategies of Renaissance artists.
- Demonstrate the ability to respond to works of art both analytically and affectively.

Grading:

Preparation and participation: 10%
Midterm Exam: 30%
Research Paper of 8-10 pages: 25%
Final Exam: 35%

Midterm and Final Exams: The midterm and final exams aim at evaluating the students’ memorization of all the images and sites seen in class, an understanding of the readings and class discussions as well as the students’ development of their own critical thinking. The midterm exam will cover the material read and discussed in class up to the date of the exam; the final exam will not be cumulative and will cover the material of the second part of the course. Both exams will consist of slide identifications, contrast/comparison analysis, and essay questions, which will require students to demonstrate their knowledge of specific terms, concepts, and historical
landmarks, and to compose their ideas in one or more paragraphs addressing specific topics related to course contents and readings.

**Individual Research Paper:** Students will write and present an original individual research paper about a relevant topic within the scope of the course using scholarly sources (journal articles, book chapters, photographs, etc.) as well as other pertinent sources such as original documents and archival papers. Essays will be 8-10 pages long (2,000-2,500 words) and will include an introduction, main body, and conclusion. Essays must be typed, double-spaced in Times New Roman (12pt), and 2.5cm/1-inch margins on all four sides. Ideally, they should adopt Chicago style.

Students are strongly encouraged to do research in the Biblioteca di Storia dell’Arte at Palazzo Venezia. In this course, students will work on Renaissance villas in and around Rome. Students should choose a villa and find a basic bibliography within the first week. Possible topics include: Villa Madama in Rome, Villa Giulia in Rome, Casino of Pius IV in the Vatican, Villa Farnese in Caprarola, Villa Lante in Bagnaia, Villa d’Este in Tivoli.

**Attendance Policy:** All UC Rome courses operate under an attendance policy created by the UC Faculty Advisory Committee that oversees the program. The attendance policy stipulates that:

- The class register is the official record of student attendance. It is the student’s responsibility to sign the attendance register personally at the beginning of class with her/his full name (no initials). Students are forbidden from signing in for anyone else or altering the register in any way.
- If a student misses any portion of a class, she or he may be marked as absent or late, upon the faculty member’s discretion. Three tardies automatically convert to an absence.
- Students are allowed a total of two absences during the program. Each absence beyond the limit will result in a deduction of 3% points from the student’s raw total.
- An absence occurring on a day a quiz or exam is scheduled or an assignment is due will result in a zero for that quiz/exam or assignment. Make-ups are allowed on a case-by-case basis in consultation with the Academic Director. Pertinent information. Pertinent documentation must be provided.
- No guests are allowed in any UC Rome courses or site visits.

**Class Etiquette:** Students studying abroad are ambassadors for the University of California and as such, should act with decorum and respect for others at all times. As a participant on a UCEAP program in Rome, you are subject to student conduct policies of UCEAP and ACCENT.

Dress properly in churches and holy places. Onsite classes could be in cold or hot temperatures and even under the rain. Eating in class is forbidden. Cellular phones must be switched off in class as well as onsite. You cannot take photos during lectures.

**Sources for readings:**
Paolo Alei, “As if we were present at the event itself”: the Representation of Violence in Raphael and Titian’s Heroic Painting,” Artibust et Historiae, n. 64, 2011, pp. 221-242
A Celebrated Rivalry: Bernini and Borromini in the Making of Baroque Rome

Professor Paolo Alei

Course Description: Roman Baroque architecture can be synthesized in the rivalry between Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598-1680) and Francesco Borromini (1599-1667). Initially they worked together at Saint Peter’s and Palazzo Barberini. Then professional competitions and divergent approaches led to a certain rivalry, but above all to the creation of different, astonishing achievements. While Bernini elaborated his emotional theatrum sacrum in the Cornaro Chapel and Sant’Andrea al Quirinale, Borromini manifested his neoplatonic thought in the complex designs of San Carlino and Sant’Ivo alla Sapienza. Although the course focuses mainly on these two architects-artists, attention will be also given to other protagonists of the Baroque such as Carracci, Caravaggio, Rubens, Domenichino, Cortona, etc. In the seventeenth century, Rome was a leading center of the arts in Europe. Popes, cardinals, nobles, intellectuals and Church officials continued to sponsor the Renaissance project of Renovatio Urbis, the restoration and embellishment of the city. While analyzing urbanism, architecture, sculpture, and painting by some of the major artists of the period, we will consider the artistic trends that characterize the patterns of patronage in Counter-Reformation and Baroque Rome. Special attention will be given not only to the literary sources that shaped art theory, practice and criticism, but also to important issues such as propaganda, the viewer’s emotional engagement, and the artist’s social status. The unity of the visual arts, rhetorical effects, artistic rivalry, scenic urbanism, the relation between art and poetry, the use of classical and “bizarre” vocabulary, the concept of the pastoral, the representation of ecstasy, and the idealization of death will be some of the themes explored in this course. Each art work, building, or urban plan will be studied as a document to understand broader concepts related to politics, religion, music, science, theater, and philosophy.

Course Objectives:

- Master the basic art historical terminology of the period in consideration, especially with regard to the city of Rome, and attain the necessary analytical and critical skills for describing, dating, and interpreting Baroque art works.
- Identify and distinguish works of art and architecture in their original historical, social, philosophical, and theological contexts.
- Capacity to analyze the visual and narrative strategies of Baroque artists.
- Demonstrate the ability to respond to works of art both analytically and affectively.

Grading:

Preparation and participation: 10%
Midterm Exam: 30%
Research paper of 8-10 pages: 25%
Final Exam: 35%

Midterm and Final Exams: The midterm and final exams aim at evaluating the students’ memorization of all the images and sites seen in class, an understanding of the readings and class discussions as well as the students’ development of their own critical thinking. The midterm exam will cover the material read and discussed in class up to the date of the exam; the final exam will not be cumulative and will cover the material of the second part of the course. Both exams will consist of slide identifications, contrast/comparison analysis, and essay questions, which will require students to demonstrate their knowledge of specific terms, concepts, and historical landmarks, and to compose their ideas in one or more paragraphs addressing specific topics related to course contents and readings.
Individual Research Paper: Students will write and present an original individual research paper about a relevant topic within the scope of the course using scholarly sources (journal articles, book chapters, photographs, etc.) as well as other pertinent sources such as original documents and archival papers. Essays will be 8-10 pages long (2,000-2,500 words) and will include an introduction, main body, and conclusion. Essays must be typed, double-spaced in Times New Roman (12pt), and 2.5cm/1-inch margins on all four sides. Ideally, they should adopt Chicago style.

Students are strongly encouraged to do research in the Biblioteca di Storia dell’Arte at Palazzo Venezia. Students should choose a work by Caravaggio and find a basic bibliography within the first week. Possible topics: Lute Player, Bacchus, Concert, Rest in the Flight into Egypt, Capitoline Saint John, Death of the Virgin, Vallicella Entombment, Beheading of Saint John, Supper in Emmaus. Works by followers of Caravaggio such as Artemisia and Orazio Gentileschi are also accepted.

Attendance Policy: All UC Rome courses operate under an attendance policy created by the UC Faculty Advisory Committee that oversees the program. The attendance policy stipulates that:

- The class register is the official record of student attendance. It is the student’s responsibility to sign the attendance register personally at the beginning of class with her/his full name (no initials). Students are forbidden from signing in for anyone else or altering the register in any way.
- If a student misses any portion of a class, she or he may be marked as absent or late, upon the faculty member’s discretion. Three tardies automatically convert to an absence.
- Students are allowed a total of two absences during the program. Each absence beyond the limit will result in a deduction of 3% points from the student’s raw total.
- An absence occurring on a day a quiz or exam is scheduled or an assignment is due will result in a zero for that quiz/exam or assignment. Make-ups are allowed on a case-by-case basis in consultation with the Academic Director. Pertinent information. Pertinent documentation must be provided.
- No guests are allowed in any UC Rome courses or site visits.

Class Etiquette: Students studying abroad are ambassadors for the University of California and as such, should act with decorum and respect for others at all times. As a participant on a UCEAP program in Rome, you are subject to student conduct policies of UCEAP and ACCENT.

Dress properly in churches and holy places. Onsite classes could be in cold or hot temperatures and even under the rain. Eating in class is forbidden. Cellular phones must be switched off in class as well as onsite. You cannot take photos during lectures.

Sources for readings:
Helen Langdon, Caravaggio: A Life, 1998
ALL ROADS LEAD TO ROME
Rome, Italy

A Celebrated Rivalry: Bernini and Borromini in the Making of Baroque Rome
Art History, Women and Gender Studies 115

Women and Art: Women as Artists, Patrons, and Subjects in the Art of Rome
Professor Cristiana Filippini

Course Description: In recent decades, art historical scholarship has re-discovered and re-evaluated the Roman-born Baroque painter Artemisia Gentileschi. For some scholars, her biographical experience and her career as painter have become emblematic of women’s presence in the visual arts. This course considers not only the life and career of this woman artist in its historical context, but also the impulse the study of her experience has given to women’s studies in the field of the history of art. Basing on this re-consideration, the course will then move on to cover other major artistic periods - Antiquity, the Middle Ages, and Renaissance - from the point of view of women’s presence as artists, patrons, and subjects of the art of Rome. Special importance will be given to the reading of primary sources as well as feminist art historical scholarship, with related discussions in class. The course will furthermore take advantage of the richness of monuments and works of art in the Eternal City, for direct analysis and discussions in the light of recent feminist studies. A day-trip to Milan to visit the exhibition “Artemisia Gentileschi. Storia di una passione” will complete the course. 5 quarter/3.3 semester units: upper-division.

Grading:
Preparation and participation: 10%
Research Paper
   Phase 1:  5%
   Phase 2: 30%
Midterm Exam: 20%
Final Exam: 35%

Class preparation and participation: Students are encouraged to complete the weekly readings before each lesson to ensure comprehension and participation in the discussion of the material. All UC Rome courses operate under an attendance policy created by the UC Faculty Advisory Committee that oversees the program. According to that policy, students are allowed two absences per class, any absences beyond that will result in a 3% point deduction for each subsequent absence from the final raw total for that class. No guests are allowed in any UC Rome course or site visit. The course consists of both class lectures and visits to the monuments, with on-site lectures and discussions.

Exams: There is a midterm and a final examination. Both will consist of slide identifications, questions and essays of various types and lengths. The final exam is cumulative.

Research paper: There is an eight- to ten-page type-written scholarly paper on a topic chosen from a list of suggested paper topics required for this course. Research progress will be monitored in two phases:
   - Phase 1: thesis statement, outline for the paper indicating the sequential steps of the argument and the relevant factual information involved, and a bibliography for research;
   - Phase 2: complete draft of final research paper, with bibliography and illustrations.

The Chicago Manual of Style should be followed for the bibliographical style. The bibliography should be arranged in alphabetical order. The illustrations referred to in the text, each complete with captions, should be numbered pages stapled together in a separate packet with an identical title page to the text packet.
Attendance Policy: All UC Rome courses operate under an attendance policy created by the UC Faculty Advisory Committee that oversees the program. The attendance policy stipulates that:

- The class register is the official record of student attendance. It is the student’s responsibility to sign the attendance register personally at the beginning of class with her/his full name (no initials). Students are forbidden from signing in for anyone else or altering the register in any way.
- If a student misses any portion of a class, she or he may be marked as absent or late, upon the faculty member’s discretion. Three tardies automatically convert to an absence.
- Students are allowed a total of two absences during the program. Each absence beyond the limit will result in a deduction of 3% points from the student’s raw total.
- An absence occurring on a day a quiz or exam is scheduled or an assignment is due will result in a zero for that quiz/exam or assignment. Make-ups are allowed on a case-by-case basis in consultation with the Academic Director. Pertinent information. Pertinent documentation must be provided.
- No guests are allowed in any UC Rome courses or site visits.
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Crime, Conspiracies, and the Search for the Truth in the Age of Fake News

[New course!]*
Professor Barbie Latza Nadeau

*Note
This is a new course; this document will be updated as new information becomes available.
Introduction to Photography
[New course!]*
Professor Guido Petruccioli

*Note
This is a new course; this document will be updated as new information becomes available.